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Recently it is common for users to acquire through the World Wide Web a variety of multimedia documents. As the number of Web documents is dramatically increasing, we need to develop a multimedia document retrieval system that can support both structure-based retrieval and content-based retrieval. In order to support structure-based retrieval, we design efficient index structures (i.e., keyword, structure, element and attribute) and implement those by using the $o2$store storage system. For the content-based retrieval, we implement high-dimensional index structure for color and shape feature that is based on X-tree. Finally, we do the performance evaluation of our multimedia document retrieval system in terms of system efficiency, such as retrieval time, insertion time and storage overhead, as well as system effectiveness, such as recall and precision measures.

INTRODUCTION

Because the number of Web documents is dramatically increasing, it is difficult for users to reach specific Web documents. Thus, it is necessary to develop a multimedia information retrieval system that can support both structure- and content-based retrieval. In 1996, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) was proposed as a standard markup language (W3C, 2000). An
XML has flexibility of expression like SGML and is also easy to use like HTML.

In general, the conventional information retrieval systems for Web documents support only structure-based retrieval; it is difficult to deal with a user query efficiently. In this chapter, we design and implement a multimedia information retrieval system that can efficiently retrieve Web documents based on both document structure and image content. In order to support the structure-based retrieval, we design four index structures (i.e., keyword, structure, element and attribute) and implement those by using the o2store storage system. For the content-based retrieval, we implement high-dimensional index structure for color and shape features that are based on X-tree.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section, we introduce related works in the area of structure-based and content-based information retrieval. Following that we design a structure- and content-based multimedia document retrieval system. In the next section we present the implementation and performance evaluation of our system. Finally, we draw conclusions and provide some issues for future research.

**RELATED WORK**

**Structure-Based Retrieval**

Because an element is a basic unit that constitutes a structured document (i.e., SGML or XML document), it is essential to support not only retrieval based on element units but also retrieval based on logical inclusion relationships among elements. Since there are a lot of studies on SGML documents, we, in this section, describe some related work on the representation of SGML document structures. First, RMIT in Australia proposed five query types for structure-based retrieval that should be supported in SGML information retrieval (Sacks-Davis, Arnold-Moore & Zobel, 1994). Most of the types consist of retrieval on upper-level elements (e.g., parent element), or on lower-level elements (e.g., child elements) from a given element. For supporting the five types of queries, RMIT proposed a *subtree model* which indexes all the elements in an SGML document and stores all the terms which are appeared in the elements (Lowe, Zobel & Sacks-Davis, 1995). Although the model supports efficient retrieval on a specific query, it has disadvantages of long indexing time and high storage overhead because index information should be repeatedly stored according to a tree depth. Secondly, RMIT proposed a *SCL structure* that extends the *GCL structure* (Dao & Sacks-Davis, 1996). After assigning numbers to both terms and markups in SGML documents, they use the *SCL structure* to store term interval, markups and
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